Addendum

SPECTS TRACK:

- Correct Authors on page 40, Session IV for paper “Performance Analysis of IoT Networks with Mobility via Modeling and Simulation,” are Jose Roberto Emillano Leite, Edson Ursini and Paulo Martins.
- The word, “univeristy” on page 11 in the SPECTS General Information section for Publication Chair is misspelled. It is meant to be spelled correctly as “university”.
- On page 40, the 3rd paper of Session V, “Performance Assessment of Dynamic Analysis Based Energy Estimation Tools,” has been switched with the 1st paper from Session IV, “Statistical Fingerprint-Based IDS in SDN Architecture.”
- The session chair from session V has been changed. Session V will now be chaired by Yahya E. Osais.

ICBGM TRACK:

- Correct Spelling Session Chair Name on page 37, session IV is Pushparaj Pathak.
- Correct Session Title on page 38, session V is Bond Graph Theory II.
- Please note the session numbers have changed. For updated session numbers please refer to the personalized Bond Graph program provided by Jose Granda.

SCSC TRACK:

- On page 34, session III has a time change. It will be from 10:30 – 12:00.

BREAKFAST:

- Breakfast will be provided on Monday at 08:30 and on Tuesday and Wednesday at 08:00.

TUESDAY EVENING SCS SOCIAL:

- Room change from Salle 1K to Salle RG.